Dr K S Reddy
Dear Esteemed Engineers,
Good afternoon. As You all know, the elections schedules for different posts have been announced
and the scrutiny of the nominations are completed by the election convener. I ( Dr K Sreenivas
Reddy, Principal Scientist(SWCE) working at ICAR-CRIDA, Hyderabad) am contesting
for the post of Director(SWE) in ISAE executive council. I served the ISAE as Vice President(
Activites) and ISAE, AP chapter and closely worked with ISAE, New Delhi. Out of my tenure, We
organized one National Seminar at Tirupati, One international Conference at Hyderabad and One
Agri Tech Expo in Nalgonda. We also established two agril. engg colleges in AP and Telangana due to
all our efforts rigorous persuation from the ISAE AP chapter.I am closely associated with ISAE, New
Delhi for the last 20 years of life membership and I never missed the ISAE annual convention.
I think , we must select a practical man in the subject who can bring laurels to the SWE community
and not with hidden agendas. We will bring openness and practicality for all type of discussions in
the subject and let us work together for the growth of this subject, SWE.
Therefore, based on the demand received from both international and national fraternity of Agril.
Engineers, I am now contesting for the post of Director(SWE) and seeking your valuable support and
vote for the above post. All life members are requested to kindly login to ISAE website for
on line voting opening from Nov16-Dec16.
Looking forward for your cooperation and support.
Regards
Dr K S Reddy
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